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Cover photo credit: Emir of Qatar Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al-Thani, FIFA President Gianni Infantino and
Russian President Vladimir Putin pose for a photography during a symbolic transfer of the authority to
Qatar to host the World Cup 2022 at the Kremlin in Moscow on July 15, 2018. (AFP)
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Leading
Observations

4

1

FIFA President Gianni Infantino has expressed a desire for the FIFA World Cup 2022
in Qatar to include an increased number of teams – up from 32 to 48.

4

If Qatar either agrees, or is forced to agree, to hosting a 48-team World Cup there is a
significant risk the country will not be ready or able to cope with the additional strain
it will bring.

2

Qatar has agreed to a feasibility study to explore the implications of hosting a 48-team
tournament instead of 32 one, stating that Doha will make the final decision on what
will happen.

5

Qatar may be forced to share hosting the World Cup to cope with a 48-team tournament, but with no allies among their neighbours, and other regional options unfeasible, there are no satisfactory options for this eventuality.
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The Russia 2018 boss has warned of the complicated and challenging logistical issues
an expanded tournament will pose for Qatar.

6

Qatar is struggling to cope with preparing for a 32-team World Cup and the prospect
of a 48-team tournament – 50 percent larger than originally expected – throws the
whole tournament into doubt as to whether it will take place in the tiny Gulf city-state.
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Overview
The FIFA World Cup baton has been handed
from Russia to Qatar, with the completion of
the 2018 tournament in Moscow on 15 July. All
eyes will now be trained on the tiny Gulf state
as it attempts to complete the most ambitious
of construction and infrastructure projects in
time for 2022.
The proposed Qatar tournament has been
plagued with problems from the beginning. The
awarding of the FIFA World Cup 2022 to Doha

has been riddled with accusations of bribery
and corruption, as well as widely documented
abuses of the human rights of construction
workers building the stadia.
Qatar was always going to struggle to host such
a significant global event. The country had
virtually no proper football infrastructure prior
to the tournament, as well as having a climate
that is so hot it is hardly appropriate for hosting the world’s premier sports event.

That said, Qatari planners have tried their
hardest to make it work. They have muddled
through with their infrastructure plans, agreeing with FIFA to build the minimum required
eight stadia, and pushing ahead with throwing
up hotels, a metro system, and new cities all
aimed at coping with the huge visitor numbers
the World Cup will bring.
But the pressure is growing. Construction
projects have fallen behind schedule, largely
due to the sanctions imposed on Qatar led by
their neighbours Saudi Arabia and the United
Arab Emirates. The sanctions, which began in
June 2017, has seen the country have a land,
sea, and air blockade imposed, leading to severe
logistical problems for Qatari and foreign firms
completing World Cup related construction and
infrastructure work.
And now, the pressure has ratcheted up another notch. FIFA supremo Gianni Infantino has
stated his desire for the tournament in Qatar to
be an expanded one – with 48 teams taking part
instead of the current 32. The plan had always
been to expand to 48 teams, but at the 2026
tournament in the United States, Canada, and
Mexico – not Qatar.

Photo credit: A group of people display a banner reading “See you in Qatar” in reference to the Qatar
2022 World Cup at the Red Square in Moscow on July 14, 2018. (AFP)

The response from Qatar to this proposal has
been polite uncertainty. Nasser Al Khater,
Deputy Chief Executive Officer of the 2022
Local Organising Committee, told journalists in
Moscow: “We don’t understand what the format of a 48-team World Cup would be like. All I
can say right now is let’s wait for the feasibility
study, let’s wait for the consultation process.
Then we will take a decision. Whatever is right
for Qatar, we will do. We have been planning for
a 32-team World Cup. That’s as far as our plans
go.”
There have been suggestions the push to expand the World Cup in Qatar is part of a lobbying effort by their opponents to force Doha
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into sharing the hosting of the tournament.
Regardless of what is behind Infantino’s desire
for an expanded World Cup in 2022, the impact
on tiny Qatar is likely to be stark.
Doha was already expected to struggle with
hosting the more than a million visitors who
would likely travel to the country for the tournament. Now, with the suggestion that an
additional 16 teams may join, with all their fans
to accompany them, Qatar’s Khater appeared
to be searching for solutions when questioned
in Moscow: “We have done our estimates for
over a million plus people. We believe that the
accommodation inventory we will have by 2022
will be sufficient because we are looking at hotels of different sizes and furnished apartments
that are available.”
Khater continued: “We are looking at temporary solutions such as floating hotels and cruise
ships. And fans can even pitch their own tents
under the desert sky – a lot of fans will actually
want that as it fits within their budget and it
will be a unique experience.”
Kater claimed all stadia will be completed by
2020 – currently, just one stadium, the Khalifa
International Stadium, is finished. He also said
the necessary road infrastructure will be completed by 2020, including the new metro by the
end of 2018, which would allow two years of
testing prior to the tournament in 2022.
These claims by Qatar are exactly that at the
moment – only claims. There is much uncertainty around Qatar being ready in time for the
2022 tournament, and news of the prospect
that the World Cup may be 50 percent larger
than expected only plunges Qatar 2022 into
further and more serious doubt. This, of course,
has serious implications in terms of raising
political risk, which in turn raises commercial
risks for businesses operating on and involved
with Qatar World Cup 2022 construction.
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Political Risk
An expanded World Cup would mean in Qatar
2022 48 teams would take part rather than the
originally planned for 32. This would mean the
total number of matches to be played would
increase from 64 to 80.
One of the best sources for assessing the potential impact of an expanded World Cup on
Qatar is Russia, given the fact they have just
finished a successful hosting of football’s most
high-profile tournament.
Russia 2018 boss, Alexey Sorokin, has already
responded to the prospect of a 48-team 2022
tournament and has said it will have a “domino
effect” of logistical issues.
Sorokin said: “It’s important to remember what
the country has bid for and planned for. To
change that is not a minor decision that can be
made in five minutes. There is a domino effect
of going from 32 to 48 teams. It’s more base

camps, more flights, it has multiple secondary
effects. It will take a lot of specific planning,
involving thousands of people.”
Crucially, Sorokin added: “It’s important to listen to Qatar to find out if their infrastructure is
up to it, because they applied for and prepared
for 32 teams. So it’s not about them discussing
this with their neighbours, it’s an important
decision and it should be between them and
FIFA.”

Photo credit: workers on the construction site at Al-Wakrah Stadium, a World Cup venue designed by
celebrated Iraqi-British architect Zaha Hadid. (AFP)

There are several points to be made from a political risk perspective on these issues.
First, Qatar’s desire to host the World Cup in
2022 is paramount to the country’s plans and
reputation. Several research trips to Qatar
have led to identical conversations being heard
throughout the country: Qatar’s leaders are
desperate to host the tournament and will stop
at nothing to ensure they host the World Cup.

This means that even if Qatar are allowed to
decide on whether to expand the tournament or
keep it at 32 teams, their all-out desire to host
the World Cup may impact what they communicate to FIFA. If Qatar fears being forced to
co-host the tournament – or, worse, be stripped
of it altogether – then it is highly likely Doha
would tell FIFA they could host a 48-team tournament, even if the added strains associated
with it endanger their ability to cope as a host
nation.
Second, Qatar is already struggling to be ready
in time for 2022 as a 32-team tournament. We
have previously exclusively reported on how
construction and infrastructure projects were
being delayed by at least one month due to the
Saudi-UAE led sanctions against Qatar. As time
passes, and the sanctions remain in place (with
the prospect of being tightened further), the
impact on preparations for the tournament will
become increasingly severe as 2022 approaches.

Photo credit:Secretary General of the Qatar 2022 Supreme Committee, Hassan al-Thawadi speaks to
the press (AFP)
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If the tournament is expanded to 48 teams, it is
hard to see how Qatar will be able to host the
World Cup on its own. Qatar is a small country,
and their leaders have openly acknowledged
that hosting the tournament is a huge pro-

ject, so if they are asked to absorb the added
pressure of 12 additional teams and their fans,
chances are Doha will simply try to cope with
the added pressure by simply implementing
their current plans. There is nothing to suggest
the country could cope with having to build
more, prepare more, and expand infrastructure
further to deal with a tournament that would be
50 percent larger.
Third, if the tournament is to be expanded to 48
teams, and Qatar is unable to cope, the natural
conclusion would be for the country to co-host
the World Cup with nearby nations. Or at least
that would be the case if Qatar didn’t currently
have no diplomatic relations with its neighbours – Saudi Arabia, the UAE, and Bahrain
(among others further afield).
Kuwait and Oman are the only Gulf options
for a co-hosted tournament. Neither have the
necessary football infrastructure, and are unlikely to be able to engage in the kind of preparation Qatar is currently undergoing – purpose
building air-conditioned stadia and ensuring
fans can be accommodated. Beyond Kuwait and
Oman, Iran has already offered to host some
games, but, given Iran’s international isolation
and precarious political situation, it is extreme9

ed to the collapse of British construction giant
Carillion (causing the loss of over 1,500 jobs in
the UK) by not paying up on World Cup related
projects. If, in some scenario, Qatar does not
host the World Cup then there is a severe risk
of contractors not being paid. And given there
remains a real chance Qatar may not host the
tournament, all and every company involved
in construction and infrastructure projects in
Qatar should be extremely cautious about undertaking work for which they may not receive
payment.

It will be important to keep a close eye on
developments related to the expansion of the
World Cup over the coming weeks and months.
Currently, there is no specific time period in
which it will be announced as to whether the
2022 tournament will involve 32 or 48 teams.

Photo credit: A handout computer generated image made available on November 26, 2017 by Qatar
World Cup’s Supreme Committee for Delivery and Legacy, responsible for organising the global football tournament, shows the 40,000-seater Ras Abu Aboud Stadium. (AFP)

ly difficult to see how FIFA would approve such
a move. Indeed, despite Qatar having positive
ties with Iran, it remains to be seen whether
the Doha leadership would be comfortable with
such an overt show of alliance with one of the
world’s pariah states.
The nearest option for Qatar, and one of their
few allies in the region, is Turkey. This is the
most feasible option as Turkey has good infrastructure and the necessary football heritage to
host or co-host the World Cup. Perhaps Turkey
could co-host the tournament, but this would
hardly fulfil FIFA’s aim of the tournament being
one for the Arab World. It is difficult to see
Qatar accepting such an embarrassing move too
– given Doha’s desire to host the tournament
is at least in part about building the country’s
reputation as a global power player.
Indeed, given Turkey is a member of European footballing body UEFA, if Turkey were to
co-host 2022 it would undermine the fact the
tournament is supposed to be an Asian World
Cup. Co-hosting the tournament usually requires countries to be from the same footballing federation – such as Japan and South Korea
in 2002, and the United States, Canada, and
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Mexico in 2026. If Turkey is given the opportunity to co-host the tournament in 2022 it would
likely force FIFA to reopen the bidding process,
as other UEFA members denied the opportunity
to host the tournament – England and Spain –
could legitimately ask about the fairness of the
process.
All of this leads to a conclusion that talk of
a 48-team tournament in Qatar only further
imperils the chances of the World Cup taking
place in the Gulf state at all. If FIFA do press
ahead with plans for an expanded tournament,
Qatar is unlikely to be able to cope with the increased pressures, and the outcome of that scenario is completely unknown. It could be that
Qatar is forced to co-host the tournament or it
could be that the World Cup is simply hosted
somewhere else.

Photo credit: A handout computer generated image made available on August 24, 2017 by Qatar
World Cup’s Supreme Committee for Delivery and Legacy, responsible for organising the global football tournament, shows the 40,000-seater Al-Thumama Stadium after the committee released the
design of the sixth stadium to host matches during the football World Cup in 2022. (AFP)

The impact of this uncertainty is to raise the
political risk posed to commercial enterprises
involved in construction and infrastructure
projects related to Qatar 2022. The primary risk
is one of payment.
Qatar already has a poor record in terms of
paying contractors promptly – and contribut-
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About Us
Cornerstone Global Associates is a Mayfair-based management and strategy consultancy, with
offices in Dubai, Washington DC, and Singapore. We strive to provide our clients with advisory
services that give them unique insights to the reality of doing business in complex and challenging environments.
For further information about this briefing please email contact@cstoneglobal.com.
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